September 2018 CoreNet Update

Did You Know?

**Carolinas CORE Awards Call for Photos and Video**
The CORE Awards Committee is seeking your best photos and videos of CRE spaces in the Carolinas to showcase during the awards ceremony on November 8th. Please send your email submissions directly to Courtney Fain.

**New CoreNet Carolinas LinkedIn Page**
We recently launched a new public CoreNet Carolinas LinkedIn page. Click the headline link to visit the page and to follow us for updates on what is going on with CoreNet Carolinas and our members.

**18% Off Joining Fees Extended Through End of Year**
Through the end of 2018, CoreNet Global is offering 18% off the joining fees. To take advantage of this discount, simply click the header link and use the promotional code ADVANCE18. You can also call CoreNet Global’s Member Services at (800) 726-8111 and mention the promotional code.
Past Events

**Raleigh CRC Crayons2Calculators**
Thank you to everyone who came out on Thursday, August 23rd for the Raleigh CRC event. We helped organize and stock Durham’s Crayons2Calculators warehouse before their grand opening day of the fall school season.

**Triad End User Roundtable**
On August 22nd, we hosted some of our Triad end user members for a luncheon at the Treehouse on BB&T’s Leadership Institute campus. The lunch featured an engaging roundtable discussion of “Agile Real Estate: Empowering CRE Organizations to Support Dynamic Businesses.”

**Raleigh Pieces and Parts OR a Technology Strategy?**
On August 9th, CoreNet hosted a knowledge-sharing program on technology and how it can optimize the workplace. Through both the presentation and informal “Speed-Consulting,” attendees learned how technology is functioning in the workspace now, what the future holds, and were able to ask specific questions about their workspace. Check out Dane Huffman’s recent article in the TBJ, “Changing the office? Be sure to communicate effectively.”

Membership

**Get to Know Your Fellow CoreNet Members!**
To further networking connections within the chapter, we are profiling a selection of our membership in each newsletter. In this issue we are featuring: Matt Jernigan, Sustainability Strategy Consultant with Wells Fargo; and Melissa Panara, Design Director with Interior Architects.
2018 Annual Sponsorship Program

The sponsors of the Carolinas Chapter of CoreNet Global are key to the consistent success and growth of our thriving organization. The following are three of our 2018 Platinum level sponsors. Click on their logos to visit websites and learn more about these vital CoreNet Carolinas partners.

Gold Sponsor Feature
Click on the logos below to learn more about some of our 2018 Gold sponsors.